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An ordinary piece of farm woodland in West Sussex



Forest School approach

Adventure education
Primary school science

Childhood studies
Tourism management

Creative writing
Musical theatre 



A Forest School is
a journey of self-discovery and 

awareness
in the outdoors.

Guided carefully by trained leaders, 
participants are given the 

freedom
to explore 

their surroundings, 
themselves, 
and others 

through their curiosity and imagination. 

A Forest School is a 
long term, ongoing process

that, for many, 
changes them 

forever.



Up to ten sessions 
in the same piece 
of woodland!

Students build an 
increasingly 
personal 
relationship with 
this special place. 



• Geology of South Downs
• Science of dyeing
• Concepts of wilderness
• Extraction of copper from copper ore
• Historical woodland management
• Seminar on relationship of people with nature
• Science investigation on sycamore seed dispersal
• Interpretation of place names
• Natural v human impacts on climate change
• Biology of invasive species
• Sustainable living choices

Conventional content



Geology

Circle of life

Biodiversity

Always different

Forest for timber

Forest plants as food

Educational resource

Tranquillity and peace

Folklore – Sussex faeries!

Stories from forest workers

Coppicing past (and present?)

Amenity – for dog walkers, joggers

Plants as ancient woodland indicators

The woods as a part of Monday mornings

Place for deer, badgers, escaped wild boar!

Place surrounded by different kinds of places

Sensory trail of trees and shrubs planted here 

Camp fires – for warmth, cooking, community...

A place where it  feels as though it’s always raining

Place where people can be aware of their emotions

A place that Ash Dieback disease will change for ever

Uncertain future – uncertain economics for forests and farm land

Probation Service brings work parties here for “Community Payback”

A place for 4 and 5 year olds to learn from a Forest School each week

History:  Use of forest in medieval times especially peasants foraging for firewood

History: Napoleonic prisoners of war built the big flint wall and dug the pits to find the flint

Another outcome: 
Diverse understanding and 

appreciation of place



Evidence from the module 
assessment (leading to a grade): 

“Explore themes that interest you 
in a reflective log of ten entries, 
one of which must be ‘creative’ …”

Another outcome:  
Emotional attachment of 

each student to this wood



“Creatives”

“… and include 
a reflection on 
being a Forest 
School learner” 



“It is just me and the trees, it gives 
me a sense of security and 
understanding which I can’t do 
while I am in a classroom … 

This mug has been used to help me 
deal with stress. It took three 
sessions to complete and every 
week the end result made me more 
and more happy.”   

Naz

Environment



“The power that a tool gives 
is amazing … 
… it makes you feel a little 
like God.”   

Saskia

Activity



“The most unexpected 
experience the forest gave 
me was how much closer it 
brought me and the girls on 
my course, I got to know 
more about them in six, 3-
hour sessions than I did in 
the whole of my first year of 
university … The forest has 
taught me so much and made 
me a better person and 
teacher.”   

Hannah

Community



Personal

“It was also about learning 
who we were … I discovered 
more about myself in 6 weeks 
than I had in the previous 30 
years”

Jem



Student views on emotional geography – Kath & Jonny

Lecturer:  “It will become your forest” Kath:  “You get pretty territorial about your forest”



Can the forests speak for 
themselves?

Yes, but they are so much 
more eloquent with an 
interpreter /  facilitator /  
companion /  listener / 
permission-giver

We make the space for the 
emotion to happen. 

It’s not just place!



“[lecturer’s name] as a mentor, 
teacher, friend encapsulates 
encouragement, love and unity 
with the forest, the world and 
each other. 
Environmental education is life. 
It shouldn’t have to be explained 
or defined but lived in everyone”

Tom

Where the lecturer fits in



The same emotional 
attachment to place affects the 
approaches taken by the 
university teachers –
and changes the teachers

Where the lecturer fits in



• Slow down
• Set broader learning goals
• Give students space and time to be themselves
• Reward individuality and creativity
• Encourage reflection in the woods – not just in words
• Require and formally reward reflection in their own 

time
• Be open to the woods  (and a Forest School 

approach)  changing us as teachers 

Enabling this to happen



Words from an autistic student



Words from an autistic student

I always knew
I always knew I couldn’t
I couldn’t live in a world that is flat
Where the walls are keeping you in
Taking the life that flows from within

I always knew I couldn’t
I couldn’t do as they ask, be who they want, live like they say
I always ran, ran far and wide, with my thoughts in my mind, 
and my legs, and my lungs
I always ran, I always run

I run to the life, to the beckoning trees,
To the singing leaves, to the texture of bark,
To the place I can be.

I always knew I could. 
I could live with a life in a world full of love,  
Where the trees let you in
And I can flow from within. 




